On June 20, 2018, ReImagina Puerto Rico proposed a set of 97 actions, highlighting 17 of these recommendations as high priority and impactful, to address crucial elements for the adequate recovery and reconstruction of Puerto Rico, and published the ReImagina Puerto Rico Report, as well as six Sector Reports through our website.

ReImagina Puerto Rico reports participation efforts:

- 77 meetings and activities
- 748 participants
- 485 opportunities presented

Recently, ReImagina Puerto Rico’s website has seen...

- Over 1,000 downloads of reports
- From over 40 countries
- 47 average daily visitors

**MOVING FORWARD**

Since the publication of our recommendations, ReImagina Puerto Rico’s role is focusing on performing these tasks:

- Communicate and promote the implementation of our recommendations.
- Serve as a clearinghouse by identifying and mapping projects related to the reconstruction efforts.
- Connect implementers, funders, partners and the government to coordinate and collaborate effectively on reconstruction efforts.
- Monitor the implementation of our recommendations and the effectiveness of the recovery process.
- Serve as advisor and liaison to government entities and NGOs in charge of reconstruction efforts.
- Partner and collaborate with other organizations in developing tools and educational workshops and materials associated with the effective implementation of our recommendations.

As part of this second phase, ReImagina Puerto Rico will be performing activities to develop two major instruments:

**Reconstruction Hub Platform**

The web-based reconstruction hub platform will focus on mapping the reconstruction efforts with attributes from communities, organizations, projects, programs/initiatives, government agencies and actors, and the intersection with the ReImagina recommendations and strategies. The goal will be to increase coordination between main actors and to facilitate impact on the most distressed and affected communities. In addition, the platform will serve as a stage to articulate communities’ efforts and work performed by non-governmental entities.

**Recovery Monitoring Framework**

The recovery monitoring framework will focus on measuring the reconstruction efforts’ effectiveness to yield aid on the ground and address the communities’ needs as priority. This monitoring and evaluation strategy will be designed to ensure capturing and disseminating lessons learned. Evaluation criteria will be outlined based on the unmet needs, recovery principles and crosscutting strategies identified in the ReImagina Puerto Rico Report.